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Smart Home Tech Dangerous 

if Relationships Sour 

 
By John Lister on July, 11 2018 in “infopackets.com”. 

Researchers have warned that smart home technology could be used to aid domestic abuse. 

They've put together resources for people who could be threatened by abusive partners or former 

partners. 

The list comes from University College London and follows a New York Times article detailing 

some of the way domestic abusers have turned smart home tech into a tool to further their abuse. 



One example is a former partner taking account of a security loophole to continue to access a 

smart doorbell. That meant they could not only watch video of the partner leaving or returning 

from the house and monitor their visitors, but could also harass them verbally through a doorbell 

speaker. (Source: bbc.co.uk) 

Thermostat Could Be 'Weaponized' 

Another problem with smart locks is a risk that a former partner could gain unauthorized access 

to the property. 

While some of the listed threats involved monitoring (such as accessing security cameras), others 

included scaring or confusing the victim. Techniques could include remotely locking doors and 

adjusting lighting and even thermostat controls to create discomfort. 

It's even suggested that former partners who were able to get close to a house could trigger home 

assistant devices such as the Amazon Echo with disruptive instructions. 

Password Changes are The Key 

The advice for those who break up with a potentially abusive or obsessive partner is to take a 

thorough approach to security. This includes changing the passwords on all home devices 

including both the security password on WiFi networks and the administration password on a 

router. (Source: pentestpartners.com) 

Researchers also say people concerned about harassment should change passwords on all online 
accounts, mute the microphone on smart devices whenever they are out, and make sure to update 

operating software on all devices to reduce the changes of bugs being exploited. 

What's Your Opinion? 

Is this sensible advice or fear mongering? Had you considered this aspect of risk with smart 

home devices? Should manufacturers do more to warn users about such risks? 

 

 

Microsoft News marks the death of 

MSN on iOS and Android 
But that doesn't mean it's losing its Edge 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-44765830
https://www.pentestpartners.com/security-blog/breaking-up-is-hard-to-do-with-iot/


  

By Chris Merriman@ChrisTheDJ  

ANOTHER TECH BRAND rode off into the sunset on Wednesday as Microsoft News 

launched as a replacement for the venerable MSN News. 

Although the MSN brand has been waning for some time, this rebrand represents a significant 

wrench for the service, leaving it as little more than a web portal with a list of links and 

completely expunged from the iOS and Android ecosystems. 

The rebranding of MSN News to Microsoft News (originally it was called Bing News, lol) is the 

latest stage of a long-term rebranding exercise that has seen the Bing and MSN brands made 

more specific while brands like Microsoft and Outlook take centre stage. 

For mobile users, that's the end of the brand - there are no more MSN branded services. 

"Microsoft News is the new name for our news engine that powers familiar sites like MSN.com, 

and our newly redesigned Microsoft News app for iOS and Android. Microsoft News also 

powers news on Microsoft Edge, the News app in Windows 10, Skype, Xbox and Outlook.com," 

Microsoft explains, adding that they aim to support "high-quality, credible journalism". 

"We believe that a free, well-funded press is a critical part of our social fabric and are proud to 

partner with the world's best news brands, offering a business model that gives people access, at 

no-cost, to trustworthy news and provides a sustainable source of revenue for publishers." it says. 

iOS and Android apps are available from now, with the option to pick specific topics that interest 

you, and to select your favourite news sources. Microsoft says its "like having your own portable 

newsroom". Bless. 

Also available are breaking news push alerts, a dark theme for night reading, home page widgets 

and continuous reading options. 

As for how it differs from, say, Google News? The main thing is human beings. The AI picks the 

news agenda and human editors then find the stories, the angles and the sources that should get 

precedence. 

For users who don't fancy the app, you can also get Microsoft News via the start page of the 

Edge Browser, because Microsoft never misses a trick. 

  

https://www.theinquirer.net/author/profile/2960/chris-merriman
https://www.theinquirer.net/author/profile/2960/chris-merriman
https://www.theinquirer.net/inquirer/news/2362823/microsoft-will-shut-msn-messenger-on-halloween-after-15-years
https://www.theinquirer.net/inquirer/news/3015867/microsoft-bing-lets-slip-a-giant-dinkle-on-its-home-page


 

 

Easily Convert YouTube Videos To MP3's For Free  

Posted: 06 Jun 2018 01:08 AM PDT onGizmo’s Freeware. 

 

 

 

YouTube to MP3 Converter is a free (and ad-free) program that downloads videos from YouTube, Vimeo, 

SoundCloud, Dailymotion, Bandcamp, HypeMachine, Mix Cloud, VEVO and many others so you can 

listen to them offline. It's easy to use and runs on Windows, macOS and Linux. 

 

If you enjoy music videos and want to listen to them offline this app makes it fast and easy. While there 

are online websites that convert YouTube and other videos to MP3's, the ads and pop ups often lead to 

questionable sites and the quality isn't that great. This program is ad-free, easy to use, produces better 

quality MP3's, runs on multiple platforms, and has a portable version. Among its features are the ability to 

save files in M4A, MP3, and OGG formats, choosing bit rate and quality, tag editing, drag and drop, 

clipboard support, a multilingual interface, iTunes playlist support, and supports downloading videos 

from numerous websites. 

 

YouTube to MP3 Converter runs on: Windows 10, Windows 8, Windows 7, Windows Vista, Windows 

2003, Windows XP for PC systems (32bit/64bit), macOS 10.13 (High Sierra), macOS 10.12 (Sierra), OS X 

10.11 (El Capitan), OS X 10.10 (Yosemite), OS X 10.9 (Mavericks), OS X 10.8 (Mountain Lion), Mac OS X 

10.7 (Lion), Mac OS X 10.6 (Snow Leopard), Ubuntu Linux 14.04+.  

http://feedproxy.google.com/~r/gizmosbest/~3/c65H6d5tEmY/easily-convert-youtube-videos-mp3s-free.htm?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email


 

It's a small download (around 28Mb, depending on platform) and is free of malware according to Virus 

Total.  Read More 

 

 

Here is another Office clone to try! 

Softmaker FreeOffice 2018 offers 

seamless Microsoft compatibility 
It's available now for Windows, Linux and Mac 

 Softmaker 

FreeOffice 2018  

  

 By Chris Merriman in “theinquirer.net”. 

SOFTMAKER HAS revealed a new version of FreeOffice - the freebie version of its alternative 

Office suite for Windows, Mac and Linux. 

As Microsoft prepares to launch Office 2019, one of the best free packages on the market has 

been revamped to include, amongst other things, a ribbon dock. 

https://www.techsupportalert.com/content/easily-convert-youtube-videos-mp3s-free.htm
https://www.theinquirer.net/author/profile/2960/chris-merriman
https://www.theinquirer.net/author/profile/2960/chris-merriman
https://www.theinquirer.net/inquirer/news/3031340/microsoft-office-2019-is-now-available-in-business-preview


Softmaker is proud to boast that even enterprises can use FreeOffice, although the paid-for tier is 

still available. It contains Textmaker 2018 (Word), Planmaker 2018 (Excel) and Presentations 

2018 (Powerpoint). 

It's compatible with open source document types and for the first time, it can manage Office 

formats "without compromise", plus if you're an old-school type, you can turn the ribbon off and 

go back to old school radio buttons. 

"In our view, the new interface and the improved compatibility with Microsoft Office make 

FreeOffice 2018 a must-have for 2018," says Martin Kotulla, CEO of SoftMaker. "If you are 

looking for a no-cost office package, there is no way around FreeOffice 2018." 

Also included are PDF and EPUB exports, and full compatibility with older Microsoft formats 

such as .doc too. 

The Presentations app has a brand new master slide function, putting it on a direct par with 

Powerpoint. 

Softmaker has been around since 1987 and so can boast a 30 year pedigree in making office 

suites. It has seen Microsoft dominate and still come out the other side, and began offering a free 

version a few years ago to attract lost souls who didn't fancy subscribing to the Office 365 

service and didn't want to faff about with a web-based interface. 

Paid for versions of the suite include BasicMaker, a fancified Thunderbird, and Berlitz 

dictionaries - none of which are essential for the vast majority of users - so why not give people 

the opportunity to choose? In total, there are four versions for different use cases, as well as the 

companies two popular font collections. 

FreeOffice has landed now for free at www.freeoffice.com. µ 

 

 
Just the thing to ware when you are at the Airport! 
(Here comes security!) 
 
From Mlke’s List mike@elgan..com. 

https://www.theinquirer.net/inquirer/news/2455137/softmaker-introduces-freeoffice-as-a-supercharged-alternative-to-you-know-what
https://www.theinquirer.net/inquirer/news/2455137/softmaker-introduces-freeoffice-as-a-supercharged-alternative-to-you-know-what
https://www.theinquirer.net/inquirer/news/3032417/www.freeoffice.com
mailto:mike@elgan..com


 ILL-ADVISED ACCESSORIES 

 
The BLOXVOX is a muzzle you put over your mouth to have private conversations. Use 
it with your wired smartphone earbuds. The earbuds go in your ears normally, but the 
microphone is tucked inside the BLOXVOX. Now you can have private conversations 
while looking like an idiot in public.  

 

 

 

https://elgan.us12.list-manage.com/track/click?u=4802048e9817f76d70d17bfcc&id=e16549c4c6&e=87d0c55352

